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AGENDA 

 
Members:  Dean:  Christina Gold     Philosophy:  Randy Firestone 
     Anthropology:  Marianne Waters (excused)  Political Science:  Laurie Houske 
     Childhood Ed:  C. Cervantes (excused)  Psychology:  Amy Himsel (excused) 
     Economics:  Tanja Carter    Sociology:  Kassia Wosick 
     History:  John Baranski    Clerical Support:  Bev Knapp 
     Human Development:  Kristie Daniel DiGregorio 
      Visitor:  Janet Young (College Curriculum Chair) 
 
 
Hybrid – Distance Education Addendums 
The CCC is currently accepting DE addendums for any class, whether or not it is up for review.  All 
courses that we teach fully online also need a separate approval to be taught as hybrid.  Any class with 
less than 100% of instructional time being conducted online is considered hybrid.  The BSS Curriculum 
Committee agreed that:  1) We will file a DE addendum for any BSS class that is taught online and still 
needs to be approved for hybrid.  2) Beverly will email everyone a copy of the approval form and the rep 
from each department will add the information for their classes to the form.  There needs to be a 
separate form saved on a separate file for each class.  The reps will email all the completed forms for 
their department to Beverly and Janet.  Thank you everyone for chipping in and completing the work for 
your department. 
 
CDEV Curriculum – Two Year Career Technical Education Course Review  
The following courses were approved by the BSS Curriculum Committee.  These will be moving forward 
in the fall. 
 
CDEV 104 (hybrid version, 1st sentence of catalog description, minor changes to outline, hours in outline 
redistributed, textbook update) 
CDEV 108 (minor changes to outline) 
CDEV 110 (minor changes to outline, hours in outline redistributed) 
CDEV 112 (no changes needed 
CDEV 114 (minor changes to outline, textbook update) 
CDEV 115 (minor changes to outline, hours in outline redistributed, textbook update) 
CDEV 116 (hybrid version, minor changes to outline) 
CDEV 117 (hybrid version, minor changes to outline, hours in outline redistributed) 
CDEV 118 (hybrid version, minor changes to outline, hours in outline redistributed) 
CDEV 119 (hybrid version, minor changes to outline, hours in outline redistributed.  ESL/ELL will be 
added into the content of the course and/or the learning objectives) 
 
Sociology 102, SOCI AA, SOCI AAT  
SOCI 102 (hybrid version, descriptive title, catalog description, SLOs added, objectives changed, outline 
changed, critical thinking assignment, textbook update).  Approved by the Division Curriculum 
Committee with typo corrections on p. 13 and the agreement to remove “American” and replace it with 
United States or with nothing (American would be implied). 



 
SOCI AA (reactivate, SOCI 102 descriptive title change, new SOCI classes added, SOCI 102 descriptive title 
change)  The committee discussed the possibility of reviving the Sociology AA degree in order to allow 
for more flexibility for students.  The committee is concerned that the AA and AAT are too similar.  
Kassia will talk with Janet and Cheryl Kroll.  
 
SOCI AAT (SOCI 102 descriptive title change)  The Sociology AAT has been updated with the new title for  
“Families and Intimate Relationships.”  The committee approved the update to the Sociology AAT. 
 
Course Review  
The committee approved the changes to the following courses. 
 
HIST 129 (hybrid version, SLO added, minor changes to: objectives, outline, and assignments, textbook 
update) 
HIST 140 (hybrid version, SLO added, objective assessments changed, minor formatting changes to 
outline, textbook update) 
HIST 141 (hybrid version, SLO added, objective assessments changed, textbook update) 
PSYC 12 (hybrid version, SLOs added, objective assessments changed, textbook update) 
 
Hybrid Version 
PHIL 101 (hybrid version)  Approved by the BSS Curriculum Committee. 
 
 
 
 
cc:    D. Maloney          
   J. Shankweiler                    
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   BSS Counselors:  C. Kroll  
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